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The Eleusinian Mysteries and Rites
Renowned researcher Dawson Church examines stunning scientific evidence that shows how,
in just eight weeks of practice, 12 minutes a day, we can produce measurable changes in our
brains that make us calmer, happier and more resilient. The startling conclusions of Dawson's
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research on neuroplasticity show that stress circuits actually shrivel over time while our
'Enlightenment Circuit' - associated with happiness, productivity, resilience - expands. In this
book, he explores how deep meditation releases 'the 7 neurochemicals of ecstasy' in our
brains; some of these include the 'bliss molecule' anandamide, which boosts serotonin and
dopamine, creating a self-induced high. Our brain literally has the power to make us feel
happier, calmer, more creative and compassionate. While writing Bliss Brain, Dawson went
through a series of disasters, including escaping a California wildfire that consumed his home
and triggered a painful medical condition as well as financial disaster for him. Through it all, he
steadily practised the techniques of Bliss Brain while teaching them to thousands of people.
This book blends his story of resilience with neuroscience, producing a fascinating picture of
just how happy we can make our brains, no matter the odds.

Tragedy, the Greeks, and Us
Dr. Albert Hofmann, one of this century's greatest minds, offers a lifetime of insights,
observations, and discussions. He leads us on an exploration of reality perception, where our
newly discovered insights are drawn into intellectual meditation. Reality is approached as a
combination of subjective and objective truths, which must be unified for ultimate awareness.
This amazing book will expand your mind and lift you to a level where the material and spiritual
aspects of your life exist in harmony.
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Persephone's Quest
We humans pride ourselves on our capacity to have ideas, but perhaps this pride is misplaced.
Perhaps ideas have us. After all, ideas do appear to have a life of their own. Many biologists
have already come to the opinion that our genes are selfish entities, tricking us into helping
them to reproduce. Is it the same with our ideas? Jonnie Hughes, a science writer and
documentary filmmaker, investigates the evolution of ideas in order to find out. Adopting the
role of a cultural Charles Darwin, Hughes heads off, with his brother in tow, across the Midwest
to observe firsthand the natural history of ideas--the patterns of their variation, inheritance, and
selection in the cultural landscape. In place of Darwin's oceanic islands, Hughes visits the
"mind islands" of Native American tribes. Instead of finches, Hughes searches for signs of
natural selection among the tepees.--From publisher description.

Fifty Years of LSD: Current Status and Perspectives of Hallucinogens
P.D. Newman's bold and daring theory provides a radical interpretation of Masonic symbolism.
In the tradition of Wasson, Hofmann and Ruck, in ""The Road to Eleusis: Unveiling the Secret
of the Mysteries"" (1978), and Heinrich's ""Strange Fruit: Alchemy, Religion, and Magical
Foods"" (1995), Newman suggests that practical psychoactive pharmacology, rather than
philosophy, lies concealed in the root of some of our allegories and mysteries. Admitting to
being more than a mere theoretician, Newman draws from his own personal experiences, and
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a wide range of sources, in presenting his theory in a logical manner, which merits
consideration. - Arturo De Hoyos, 33* Grand Archivist and Grand Historian Ancient and
Accepted Scottish Rite, Southern Jurisdiction

The Psychedelic Gospels
The groundbreaking psychedelic classic about entheogenic mushrooms, shamanism and
mesoamerican cultures.

The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Christian Myth
A fascinating tour of the mushroom-centered mystery religions which have profoundly
influenced Western civilization

Soma
"Françoise Bourzat has written an authoritative book on guided psychedelic therapy with
important lessons for anyone thinking of either guiding or being guided.” —Michael Pollan via
Twitter A comprehensive guide to the safe and ethical application of expanded states of
consciousness for therapists, healing practitioners, and sincere explorers Psychedelic
medicines also known as entheogens are entering the mainstream. And it’s no wonder:
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despite having access to the latest wellness trends and advances in technology, we’re no
healthier, happier, or more meaningfully connected. Psilocybin mushrooms, ayahuasca, and
LSD—as well as other time-tested techniques with the power to shift consciousness such as
drumming, meditation, and vision quests—are now being recognized as potent catalysts for
change and healing. But how do we ensure that we’re approaching them effectively?
Françoise Bourzat—a counselor and experienced guide with sanctioned training in the Mazatec
and other indigenous traditions—and healer Kristina Hunter introduce a holistic model focusing
on the threefold process of preparation, journey, and integration. Drawing from more than thirty
years of experience, Bourzat’s skillful and heartfelt approach presents the therapeutic
application of expanded states, without divorcing them from their traditional contexts.
Consciousness Medicine delivers a coherent map for navigating nonordinary states of
consciousness, offering an invaluable contribution to the field of healing and transformation.

The Hall Carbine Affair a Study in Contemporary Folklore
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
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blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.

LSD and the Divine Scientist
Consciousness Medicine
'Any scientist who is no mystic is no scientist.' -- Albert Hofmann Still lecturing until his death at
102, Dr Albert Hofmann would have been a remarkable man even if he hadn't discovered the
chemical compound that changed the course of the 20th century -- LSD. Voted the greatest
living genius in a 2007 poll, the self-described 'little Swiss chemist' is as much loved and
respected for his personal nobility and modesty as he is for his chemical creations, which
besides LSD, include chemicals used every day in maternity and geriatric wards the world
over. This unique book collects, for the first time, a number of his more recent essays and
lectures. Between them they present a comprehensive overview of Hofmann's relationship to
his controversial creation, and reveal his profound mystical outlook, informed both by his own
LSD experiences, and by a life lived through one of the most turbulent centuries in human
history. The second section of the book contains essays and memoirs from some of the
leading psychedelic thinkers of the 20th and 21st centuries, including Huston Smith, Myron
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Stolaroff, Ralph Metzner, Jonathan Ott, Stanislav Grof and Amanda Feilding.

Alchemically Stoned - The Psychedelic Secret of Freemasonry
This volume is the proceedings of the Symposium of the Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences
held in Lugano-Agno in Switzerland in September 1993. It includes chapters in
pharmacological, psychopathological and clinical aspects of LSD and hallucinogenic drug use
in medicine, in addition to a personal historical account of the discovery of LSD by Professor
Albert Hofmann, as well as social and cultural aspects of LSD.

The Sacred Mushroom and the Cross
"The history of the goddess in all her forms from the persepective of the Eleusinian Mysteries,
their relation to the goddesses Demeter and Persephone, and their importance in the ancient
Hellenic world"--Provided by publisher.

Hofmann's Elixir
A study of the nature and origins of Christianity within fertility cults of the ancient Near East.

Mushrooms, Myth and Mithras
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Sacred Knowledge is the first well-documented, sophisticated account of the effect of
psychedelics on biological processes, human consciousness, and revelatory religious
experiences. Based on nearly three decades of legal research with volunteers, William A.
Richards argues that, if used responsibly and legally, psychedelics have the potential to
assuage suffering and constructively affect the quality of human life. Richards's analysis
contributes to social and political debates over the responsible integration of psychedelic
substances into modern society. His book serves as an invaluable resource for readers who,
whether spontaneously or with the facilitation of psychedelics, have encountered meaningful,
inspiring, or even disturbing states of consciousness and seek clarity about their experiences.
Testing the limits of language and conceptual frameworks, Richards makes the most of
experiential phenomena that stretch our understanding of reality, advancing new frontiers in
the study of belief, spiritual awakening, psychiatric treatment, and social well-being. His
findings enrich humanities and scientific scholarship, expanding work in philosophy,
anthropology, theology, and religious studies and bringing depth to research in mental health,
psychotherapy, and psychopharmacology.

Mysteries of Eleusis
In the winter of 330-329 BC Athens itself suffers a series of alarming thefts and home
robberies. It seems that nobody is safe. The great philosopher Aristotle helps his former
student Stephanos investigate a break-in and brutal murder at the house of one of his Athenian
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neighbours. The man fingered for the crime turns against Stephanos just as he is planning his
marriage. It is difficult to arrange a big fat Greek wedding when someone seems to be trying to
kill you. Elsewhere bodies begin to pile up - who will be bludgeoned or stabbed or strangled
next? Stephanos' bride is Philomela. Her parental home is Eleusis, famous for the Sanctuary of
Demeter and Persephone, home of the sacred site of the Mysteries of Eleusis. Religious
initiation is open to all adult Greek speakers, slave and free, with the exception of anyone guilty
of homicide. Stephanos, Philomela and Aristotle undertake mystic initiation in a complex ritual
whose ultimate secrets cannot be spoken, on pain of death. Eleusis conceals many secrets,
and revelation of the truth must await the night of the Mystery celebration itself. This is the fifth
novel featuring Aristotle as the first detective of the ancient world, following Aristotle Detective,
Aristotle and Poetic Justice, The Secrets of Life and Poison In Athens.

Insight Outlook
In the ancient world, men and women joined cults known as Mysteries to unite with the deities
of the otherworld and achieve eternal life. The most important of the Mysteries existed for two
millennia at the village of Eleusis. Its deities were Demeter and Persephone, interchangeable
in their roles as mother and daughter. The initiations and other rituals of this goddess-based
cult were a profound secret: divulging information was punishable by death. For centuries,
scholars have probed the secrets of the Eleusinian Mysteries and kykeon, its sacramental
Eucharist — a sacred drink containing psychoactive chemicals similar to those in LSD. Their
discoveries have been buried in the arcane language of alchemy, the occult sciences, and
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secret societies. Here, in prose accessible to all readers, Carl Ruck unravels the Mysteries,
revealing the awesome powers of the goddesses, as well as the pagan underpinnings of
Western culture.

Legacy from the Stars
"First paperback printing, in the Mythos series, 1991"--T.p. verso.

The Shamanic Odyssey
The Road to Eleusis
We are children of the stars. This is our legacy and our heritage. In the history of the cosmos,
Earth is a young planet. Our souls, on the other hand, have been around forever and will
continue to be around forever. Thus Earth is not our only home. We have lived many lives in
unusual environments before deciding to journey here and learn the lessons of Earth. After our
schooling is completed on this planet, we will journey onward to discover new worlds to
explore.The memories of these soul journeys are recorded in our subconscious, and in Legacy
from the Stars hynotherapist Dolores Cannon shows that they can be retrieved through
regressive hypnosis. She reports dramatic cases where the subjects relived other lifetimes in
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strange environments -- inhabitants of other planets. After reading her latest book, you may
agree that "we are all extraterrestrials," and Earth is merely a stop-over in our long adventure.

Bronze Age Eleusis and the Origins of the Eleusinian Mysteries
The secretive Mysteries conducted at Eleusis in Greece for nearly two millennia have long
puzzled scholars with strange accounts of initiates experiencing otherworldly journeys. In this
groundbreaking work, three experts—a mycologist, a chemist, and a historian—argue
persuasively that the sacred potion given to participants in the course of the ritual contained a
psychoactive entheogen. The authors then expand the discussion to show that natural
psychedelic agents have been used in spiritual rituals across history and cultures. Although
controversial when first published in 1978, the book's hypothesis has become more widely
accepted in recent years, as knowledge of ethnobotany has deepened. The authors have
played critical roles in the modern rediscovery of entheogens, and The Road to Eleusis
presents an authoritative exposition of their views. The book's themes of the universality of
experiential religion, the suppression of that knowledge by exploitative forces, and the use of
psychedelics to reconcile the human and natural worlds make it a fascinating and timely read.
This 30th anniversary edition includes an appreciative preface by religious scholar Huston
Smith and an updated exploration of the chemical evidence by Peter Webster.

Artificial Paradises
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Less than fifty thousand years ago mankind had no art, no religion, no sophisticated
symbolism, no innovative thinking. Then, in a dramatic and electrifying change, described by
scientists as "the greatest riddle in human history," all the skills and qualities that we value
most highly in ourselves appeared already fully formed, as though bestowed on us by hidden
powers. In Supernatural Graham Hancock sets out to investigate this mysterious "before-andafter moment" and to discover the truth about the influences that gave birth to the modern
human mind. His quest takes him on a detective journey from the stunningly beautiful painted
caves of prehistoric France, Spain, and Italy to rock shelters in the mountains of South Africa,
where he finds extraordinary Stone Age art. He uncovers clues that lead him to the depths of
the Amazon rainforest to drink the powerful hallucinogen Ayahuasca with shamans, whose
paintings contain images of "supernatural beings" identical to the animal-human hybrids
depicted in prehistoric caves. Hallucinogens such as mescaline also produce visionary
encounters with exactly the same beings. Scientists at the cutting edge of consciousness
research have begun to consider the possibility that such hallucinations may be real
perceptions of other "dimensions." Could the "supernaturals" first depicted in the painted caves
be the ancient teachers of mankind? Could it be that human evolution is not just the
"meaningless" process that Darwin identified, but something more purposive and intelligent
that we have barely begun to understand? This revised edition of Supernatural is now available
for the first time as a paperback original.

Entheogens and the Development of Culture
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This book provides a synthesis of the archaeology of Eleusis during the Bronze Age,
reconstructing the origins and early development of the Eleusinian Mysteries.

Entheogens and the Future of Religion
Reveals the striking parallels between indigenous cultures of the Americas and the ancient
Homeric world as well as Tolkien’s Middle Earth • Explores the shamanic use of healing
songs, psychoactive plants, and vision quests at the heart of the Odyssey and the fantasy
works of J. R. R. Tolkien • Examines Odysseus’s encounters with plant divinities, altered
consciousness, animal shapeshifting, and sacred topography--all concepts vital to shamanism
• Reveals how the Odyssey emerged precisely at the rupture between modern and primal
consciousness Indigenous, shamanic ways of healing and prophecy are not foreign to the
West. The native way of viewing the world--that is, understanding our cosmos as living,
sentient, and interconnected--can be found hidden throughout Western literature, beginning
with the very origin of the European literary tradition: Homer’s Odyssey. Weaving together the
narrative traditions of the ancient Greeks and Celts, the mythopoetic work of J. R. R. Tolkien,
and the voices of plant medicine healers in North and South America, the authors explore the
use of healing songs, psychoactive plants, and vision quests at the heart of the Odyssey, The
Lord of the Rings trilogy, and Tolkien’s final novella, Smith of Wootton Major. The authors
examine Odysseus’s encounters with plant divinities, altered consciousness, animal
shapeshifting, and sacred topography--all concepts vital to shamanism. They show the deep
affinities between the healing powers of ancient bardic song and the icaros of the shamans of
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the Amazon rain forest, how Odysseus’s battle with Circe--wielder of narcotic plants and
Mistress of Animals--follows the traditional method of negotiating with a plant ally, and how
Odysseus’s journey to the land of the dead signifies the universal practice of the vision quest,
a key part of shamanic initiation. Emerging precisely at the rupture between modern and primal
consciousness, Homer’s work represents a window into the lost native mind of the Western
world. In this way, the Odyssey as well as Tolkien’s work can be seen as an awakening and
healing song to return us to our native minds and bring our disconnected souls back into
harmony with the living cosmos.

Eleusis
The Wondrous Mushroom
No Marketing Blurb

Sacred Mushrooms
Entheogens and the Development of Culture makes the radical proposition that mind-altering
substances have played a major part not only in cultural development but also in human brain
development. Researchers suggest that we have purposely enhanced receptor sites in the
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brain, especially those for dopamine and serotonin, through the use of plants and fungi over a
long period of time. The trade-off for lowered functioning and potential drug abuse has been
more creative thinking--or a leap in consciousness. Experiments in entheogen use led to the
development of primitive medicine, in which certain mind-altering plants and fungi were
imbibed to still fatigue, pain, or depression, while others were taken to promote hunger and
libido. Our ancestors selected for our neural hardware, and our propensity for seeking altered
forms of consciousness as a survival strategy may be intimately bound to our decision-making
processes going back to the dawn of time. Fourteen essays by a wide range of
contributors—including founding president of the American Anthropological Association’s
Anthropology of Religion section Michael Winkelman, PhD; Carl A. P. Ruck, PhD, Boston
University professor of classics and an authority on the ecstatic rituals of the god Dionysus;
and world-renowned botanist Dr. Gaston Guzma, member of the Colombian National Academy
of Sciences and expert on hallucinogenic mushrooms—demonstrate that altering consciousness
continues to be an important part of human experience today. Anthropologists, cultural
historians, and anyone interested in the effects of mind-altering substances on the human mind
and soul will find this book deeply informative and inspiring. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Road to Eleusis
In this stunningly original book, Richard Wrangham argues that it was cooking that caused the
extraordinary transformation of our ancestors from apelike beings to Homo erectus. At the
heart of Catching Fire lies an explosive new idea: the habit of eating cooked rather than raw
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food permitted the digestive tract to shrink and the human brain to grow, helped structure
human society, and created the male-female division of labour. As our ancestors adapted to
using fire, humans emerged as "the cooking apes". Covering everything from food-labelling
and overweight pets to raw-food faddists, Catching Fire offers a startlingly original argument
about how we came to be the social, intelligent, and sexual species we are today. "This notion
is surprising, fresh and, in the hands of Richard Wrangham, utterly persuasive Big, new ideas
do not come along often in evolution these days, but this is one." -Matt Ridley, author of
Genome

Catching Fire
In the ancient world, men and women joined cults known as Mysteries to unite with the deities
of the otherworld and achieve eternal life. The most important of the Mysteries existed for two
millennia at the village of Eleusis. Its deities were Demeter and Persephone, interchangeable
in their roles as mother and daughter. The initiations and other rituals of this goddess-based
cult were a profound secret: divulging information was punishable by death. For centuries,
scholars have probed the secrets of the Eleusinian Mysteries and kykeon, its sacramental
Eucharist — a sacred drink containing psychoactive chemicals similar to those in LSD. Their
discoveries have been buried in the arcane language of alchemy, the occult sciences, and
secret societies. Here, in prose accessible to all readers, Carl Ruck unravels the Mysteries,
revealing the awesome powers of the goddesses, as well as the pagan underpinnings of
Western culture.
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Supernatural
Reveals evidence of visionary plants in Christianity and the life of Jesus found in medieval art
and biblical scripture--hidden in plain sight for centuries • Follows the authors’ anthropological
adventure discovering sacred mushroom images in European and Middle Eastern churches,
including Roslyn Chapel and Chartres • Provides color photos showing how R. Gordon
Wasson’s psychedelic theory of religion clearly extends to Christianity and reveals why
Wasson suppressed this information due to his secret relationship with the Vatican • Examines
the Bible and the Gnostic Gospels to show that visionary plants were the catalyst for Jesus’s
awakening to his divinity and immortality Throughout medieval Christianity, religious works of
art emerged to illustrate the teachings of the Bible for the largely illiterate population. What,
then, is the significance of the psychoactive mushrooms hiding in plain sight in the artwork and
icons of many European and Middle-Eastern churches? Does Christianity have a psychedelic
history? Providing stunning visual evidence from their anthropological journey throughout
Europe and the Middle East, including visits to Roslyn Chapel and Chartres Cathedral, authors
Julie and Jerry Brown document the role of visionary plants in Christianity. They retrace the
pioneering research of R. Gordon Wasson, the famous “sacred mushroom seeker,” on
psychedelics in ancient Greece and India, and among the present-day reindeer herders of
Siberia and the Mazatecs of Mexico. Challenging Wasson’s legacy, the authors reveal his
secret relationship with the Vatican that led to Wasson’s refusal to pursue his hallucinogen
theory into the hallowed halls of Christianity. Examining the Bible and the Gnostic Gospels, the
authors provide scriptural support to show that sacred mushrooms were the inspiration for
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Jesus’ revelation of the Kingdom of Heaven and that he was initiated into these mystical
practices in Egypt during the Missing Years. They contend that the Trees of Knowledge and of
Immortality in Eden were sacred mushrooms. Uncovering the role played by visionary plants in
the origins of Judeo-Christianity, the authors invite us to rethink what we know about the life of
Jesus and to consider a controversial theory that challenges us to explore these sacred
pathways to the divine.

Persephone Unveiled
When the apostle Paul proclaimed the new Christian Mystery to the factious congregation at
Corinth, there was no one who would not understand that this Eucharist was meant to replace
the pagan Mystery that had been celebrated for over a millennium just a short distance away
up the shore at the sanctuary of Eleusis. These essays attempt to uncover the original food of
the sacramental communion."--BOOK JACKET.

Teonanácatl
The acclaimed discoverer of LSD’s personal experiences and thoughts on chemistry, the
natural sciences, mind-altering drugs, the soul, and the search for happiness • Shares a
different side of the father of LSD, one known only to his friends and close colleagues •
Explains Hofmann’s different methods of pharmaceutical research based on traditional plant
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medicine • Includes the poetry of this mystical prophet of psychedelic science Best known as
the first person to synthesize, ingest, and discover the psychedelic effects of LSD, Albert
Hofmann was more than just a chemist. A pioneer in the field of visionary plant research, he
was one of the first people to suggest the use of entheogens for psychological healing and
spiritual growth. His insights into the consciousness-expanding effects of psychedelics as well
as human nature, the psyche, and the nature of reality earned him a reputation as a mystical
scientist and visionary philosopher. This book--Hofmann’s last work before his death in 2008 at
the age of 102--offers the acclaimed scientist’s personal experiences and thoughts on
chemistry, the natural sciences, mind-altering drugs, the soul, and the search for happiness
and meaning in life. Hofmann explains different methods of pharmaceutical research based on
traditional plant medicine and discusses psilocybin, the active compound in psychedelic
mushrooms that he discovered. He examines the psychological role of psychoactives, their
therapeutic potential, and their use in easing the life-to-death transition. Sharing a different side
of the father of LSD, one known only to his friends and close colleagues, this book also
includes the poetry of this mystical prophet of psychedelic science.

The Sacred Mushroom and the Cross
The Apples of Apollo
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A study of the importance of psychedelic plants and drugs in religion and society • With
contributions by Albert Hofmann, R. Gordon Wasson, Jack Kornfield, Terence McKenna, the
Shulgins, Rick Strassman, and others • Explores the importance of academic and religious
freedom in the study of psychedelics and the mind • Exposes the need for an organized
spiritual context for entheogen use in order to fully realize their transformative and sacred
value We live in a time when a great many voices are calling for a spiritual renewal to address
the problems that face humanity, yet the way of entheogens--one of the oldest and most
widespread means of attaining a religious experience--is forbidden, surrounded by controversy
and misunderstanding. Widely employed in traditional shamanic societies, entheogens figure
prominently in the origins of religion and their use continues today throughout the world. They
alter consciousness in such a profound way that, depending on the set and setting, they can
produce the ultimate human experiences: union with God or revelation of other mystical
realities. With contributions by Albert Hofmann, Terence McKenna, Ann and Alexander
Shulgin, Thomas Riedlinger, Dale Pendell, and Rick Strassman as well as interviews with R.
Gordon Wasson and Jack Kornfield, this book explores ancient and modern uses of
psychedelic drugs, emphasizing the complementary relationship between science and mystical
experience and the importance of psychedelics to the future of religion and society. Revealing
the mystical-religious possibilities of substances such as psilocybin mushrooms, mescaline,
and LSD, this book exposes the vital need for developing an organized spiritual context for
their use in order to fully realize their transformative and sacred value. Stressing the
importance of academic and religious freedom, the authors call for a revival of scientific and
religious inquiry into entheogens so they may be used safely and legally by those seeking to
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cultivate their spiritual awareness.

On the Origin of Tepees
This fascinating book discusses the role played by psychoactive mushrooms in the religious
rituals of ancient Greece, Eurasia, and Mesoamerica. R. Gordon Wasson, an internationally
known ethnomycologist who was one of the first to investigate how these mushrooms were
venerated and employed by different native peoples, here joins with three other scholars to
discuss the evidence for his discoveries about these fungi, which he has called enthoegens, or
"god generated within." In the book Wasson describes his quest for the soma plant, which led
him to the Middle East and India, to shamanic rites of Siberia, Mesoamerica, and the United
Statess, and to the folklore of Europeans, Bedouins, and even the Pennsylvania Dutch. Stella
Dramrisch details rituals of the putka mushroom, a later substitute for soma. Jonathan Ott
comments on the "disembodied eyes" found on carvings in Mexico and on an ancient ring from
Crete, eyes that he argues are metaphors for the state produced by ingestion of entheogenic
mushrooms. Finally, Carl A. P. Ruck relates a variety of fungi to Greek myth and ritual,
focusing in particular on ergot, a common growth on barley that he feels may have been
imbibed at the Eleusinian Mysteries. "[This book] is the pious meditation of an inspired
devotee, a religious book in the deepest sense, the credo of a passionate initiate, indeed a
convert..A delightful book to read.[It] may take its rightful place in the long chain of imaginative
meditations on the magic plant of immortality." - Wendy Doniger, Times Literary Supplement
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Whole Earth
The most famous conspiracy of silence in the history of antiquity is examined here by one of
the three archaeologists entrusted by the Archaeological Society of Athens with the final
excavations of the Sanctuary. He traces the history of the cult in the archaeological remains,
from the first traces of habitation at the site in the Middle Bronze Age (around 1900 B.C.) to its
final grandeur and decay in Imperial Roman times. A guided tour of the Museum at Eleusis,
illustrated with photographs of objects in the Museum, as well as air views, plans, and detailed
photographs of the ruins closely correlated with the text, takes into account the needs of the
visitor at the site as well as the reader at home. Originally published in 1961. The Princeton
Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously
out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions
preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

Bliss Brain
Old Dead White Men's Philosophy
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From the moderator of The New York Times philosophy blog "The Stone," a book that argues
that if we want to understand ourselves we have to go back to theater, to the stage of our lives
Tragedy presents a world of conflict and troubling emotion, a world where private and public
lives collide and collapse. A world where morality is ambiguous and the powerful humiliate and
destroy the powerless. A world where justice always seems to be on both sides of a conflict
and sugarcoated words serve as cover for clandestine operations of violence. A world rather
like our own. The ancient Greeks hold a mirror up to us, in which we see all the desolation and
delusion of our lives but also the terrifying beauty and intensity of existence. This is not a time
for consolation prizes and the fatuous banalities of the self-help industry and pop philosophy.
Tragedy allows us to glimpse, in its harsh and unforgiving glare, the burning core of our
aliveness. If we give ourselves the chance to look at tragedy, we might see further and more
clearly.

Sacred Mushrooms
An anthology of writings about drugs exposes the role mind-altering substances have
played--and continue to play--in history, culture, and society. Original.

Sacred Knowledge
Shrouded in mystery for centuries, Soma is simultaneously a sacred hallucinogenic plant, a
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personified God, and a cosmological principle. With the renewed interest in the ritual use of
psychoactive substances, shamanism, and alternative modalities of healing, Soma provides an
important key to understanding the earliest systemized methods of medicine, psychology,
magic, rejuvenation, longevity, and alchemy.

Eleusis and the Eleusinian Mysteries
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